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We developed a novel brain atlas template to facilitate computational brain studies of Chinese subjects and
populations using high quality magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and well-validated image analysis
techniques. To explore the ethnicity-based structural brain differences, we used the MRI scans of 35 Chinese
male subjects (24.03±2.06 years) and compared them to an age-matched cohort of 35 Caucasian males
(24.03±2.06 years). Global volumetric measures were used to identify significant group differences in the
brain length, width, height and AC–PC line distance. Using the LONI BrainParser, 56 brain structures were
automatically labeled and analyzed for all subjects. We identified significant ethnicity differences in brain
structure volumes, suggesting that a population-specific brain atlas may be more appropriate for studies
involving Chinese populations. To address this, we constructed a 3D Chinese brain atlas based on high
resolution 3.0T MRI scans of 56 right-handed male Chinese volunteers (24.46±1.81 years). All Chinese
brains were spatially normalized by using linear and nonlinear transformation via the “AIR Make Atlas”
pipeline workflow within the LONI pipeline environment. This high-resolution Chinese brain atlas was
compared to the ICBM152 template, which was constructed using Caucasian brains.
ll rights reserved.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Modern imaging technologies have profoundly advanced our
understanding of human brain structure and function in health and
disease (Demetriades, 2002; Giraud et al., 2001; Goldstein and
Volkow, 2002; Kasai et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2001; Munte et al., 2002;
Theodore and Gaillard, 2002). Human brains are highly variable
between different individuals within a group, and between pheno-
typic groups (e.g., age, race). Therefore, spatial normalization is an
important pre-processing step used to reduce inter-subject anatom-
ical variability. A brain template, or an atlas, provides a standard
anatomical reference for individual or population based assessment of
brain structure and function (Ashburner and Friston, 1999; Collins
et al., 1994; Evans et al., 1993; Lancaster et al., 1999; Mazziotta et al.,
2001; Toga and Thompson, 2001).

A commonly used human brain coordinate system employed in
different brainmapping studies is that of Talairach and Tournoux (Fox
et al., 1985; Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). The Talairach atlas,
however, does not necessarily represent the in vivo anatomy of all
living subjects since it was based on the postmortem sections of a 60-
year-old French female. The uneven slice separations, ranging from 3
to 4 mm, and the inconsistency of the orthogonal plane sections are
also limitations of the Talairach atlas. The International Consortium
for Brain Mapping (ICBM) created another standard brain template to
address the limitations of the Talairach brain template by averaging a
large group ofMRI scans of 305 young normal subjects (239males and
66 females, age: 23.4±4.1 years). These ICBM scans were first
spatially normalized into the Talairach space by linear registrations
(Collins et al., 1994; Evans et al., 1993; Toga and Thompson, 2001).
One of the most popular brain atlases is the ICBM152 atlas, which is
the average of 152 normal MRI scans aligned into a common space
using a 9-parameter transformation (Ahsan et al., 2007; Chau and
McIntosh, 2005; Shattuck et al., 2008; Yoon et al., 2009). The ICBM
atlases are adopted by many groups, incorporated in several software
packages and utilized in many volumetric studies of normal and
abnormal brain anatomy and function. For example, the Statistical
Parametric Mapping software (SPM, Institute of Neurology, University
College of London, U.K.) promotes the ICBM atlas for diverse types of
human brain mapping studies (Carmack et al., 2004; Friston et al.,
1995; Shen et al., 2005; Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002).

Yet, the use of brain atlases in spatial normalization is typically
limited to studies involving subject cohorts of similar phenotype (e.g.,
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age, gender, race, disease conditions) to those used to construct the
corresponding atlas (Altaye et al., 2008; Buckner et al., 2004; Jackson,
1992; Lee et al., 2005; Moriguchi et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2007;
Thompson et al., 2000; Wilke et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 1998). Thus,
new population-specific brain atlases are created and recommended
for use with other cohorts substantially different from the populations
used to generate existent atlases (Altaye et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2005;
Moriguchi et al., 2005; Wilke et al., 2008). Genetics and environmen-
tal factors make the Oriental and Occidental populations dissimilar.
Thus, using Caucasian atlases for Chinese populations leads to overall
brain volume, shape and size differences (Chee et al., 2009; Kochunov
et al., 2003). Additionally, differences in brain structures between
these populations may underlie different brain functions. If a
Caucasian template is used in functional studies involving Chinese
subjects, such genotypic and phenotypic differences may cause
inaccurate measurements, comparisons and interpretations of results.

In this study, we demonstrated significant differences in brain
structures between Chinese and Caucasian populations. We also
developed a novel brain atlas using high quality T1-weighted 3.0 T
structural magnetic resonance (MR) images constructed using the
scans of 56 normal Chinese males. This Chinese brain atlas facilitates a
more robust and accurate studies of brain anatomy and activation in
the Chinese population.

Materials and methods

Subjects

Sixty-three normal righted-handed Chinese young male volun-
teers, without a history of any neurological, psychiatric or significant
medical illness, were recruited from the local community through the
research center for sectional and imaging anatomy at Shandong
University School of Medicine or from bulletin advertisements. All
participants were examined by two neurosurgeons to exclude prior
neurological diseases. The Edinburgh handedness inventory (Oldfield,
1971) was used to assess handedness. The subjects ranged in age from
20 to 30 years (mean age=24.49±1.76 years). The local ethics
committee at Shandong University School of Medicine approved the
study, and all participants provided written informed consents before
entering the study. Thirty-five normal right-handed Caucasian young
male subjects (24.03±2.06 years) were randomly selected from the
ICBM database (http://ida.loni.ucla.edu). The subjects' age distribu-
tion is presented in Table 1.

Data acquisition and preparation

The 35 Caucasian subjects selected from the ICBM database were
scanned with a standardized MRI protocol described in previous
publications (Mazziotta et al., 2001). High-resolution structural brain
MRI scans were acquired at the ICBM site using a 1.5 Tesla GE SIGNA
Table 1
Age distribution of the subjects used in this study.

Chinese Groups Caucasian

Sex Age (years) Number of subjects Sex Age (years) Number of subjects

Male 21 1 Male 21 1
Male 22 8 Male 22 8
Male 23 11 Male 23 8
Male 24 12 Male 24 8
Male 25 13 Male 25 3
Male 26 10 Male 26 0
Male 27 5 Male 27 4
Male 28 2 Male 28 2
Male 29 1 Male 29 1

Mean±S.D. (years) of Chinese group=24.49±1.76.
Mean±S.D. (years) of Caucasian group=24.03±2.06.
MRI scanner. All scans were collected according to the standard
ICBM MRI protocol. For each subject, three-dimensional (3D) T1-
weighted MRI images were acquired using a sagittal 3D spoiled
gradient echo (SPGR) sequence. The typical 1.5T acquisition para-
meters were echo time (TE) of 4.0 ms, repetition time (TR) of 24 ms,
flip angle of 35°, and 24 cm of filed of view. The acquisition matrix
was 256×256×124 in the x-, y-, and z-dimensions yielding a voxel
size of 0.98×0.98×1.20 mm3.

For the 63 Chinese volunteers, high-resolution T1-weighted 3D
SPGR MR images were acquired on a 3.0 Tesla GE SIGNA scanner (GE
Medical Systems, Milwaukee, USA). The imaging parameters were as
follows: 1.40 mm axial slices, TE=2.88 ms, TR=6.68 ms, inversion
time=450 ms, flip angle=25° and field of view=24×24 cm. The
acquisition matrix was 512×512×248 in the x-, y-, and z-dimensions
yielding a voxel size of 0.47×0.47×0.70 mm3.

All data were acquired in DICOM format and then imported into
ANALYZE format for analysis using the import function of LONI Image
Data Archive (IDA) (Van Horn and Toga, 2009).

Image preprocessing

Skull and other non-brain tissues of every individual brain were
removed using the Brain Extraction Tool (BET) programs distributed
as a part of the FSL package (Smith, 2002), an automated software
program that identifies the brain region in the MRI images by using
the CSF layer between pia and arachnoid matter to guide its
processing. Errors in the automated segmentation were manually
corrected using the BrainSuite software package (Shattuck and Leahy,
2002), which provides users with the ability to display simultaneous
views of three orthogonal planes through the MRI volumes.

Delineation of global brain features

Although the global brain shape and size do not provide detailed
morphometry, they are useful as a baseline for comparing different
brains. The length, width, height of whole brain and the AC–PC line
length are important measurements of brain shape and size. For the
35 Chinese brains and their 35 Caucasian age- and gender-matched
counterparts, we computed the global morphometrics using the
BrainSuite software package (Shattuck and Leahy, 2002), which
provides an accurate value of voxel size and has the ability to display
simultaneous views of three orthogonal planes aiding the user in
determining the boundaries of different brain structures. A protocol
was developed to measure four specific values (Fig. 1). Using the
transverse plane through the anterior and posterior commissures, we
determined the following four measures: (1) the length of AC–PC line
was estimated as the distance from the center of the anterior
commissure to the center of the posterior commissure; (2) the length
of the whole brain was the distance from the anterior pole to the
posterior pole on the transverse plane cross the AC–PC line; (3) the
width of the whole brain was determined as the distance of the line
running through the middle point of the AC–PC line from the left pole
to the right pole on the transverse plane; (4) the brain height was the
distance from the superior pole to the inferior pole on the coronal
plane.

Delineation of brain structures

For all 35 Chinese and 35 Caucasian brain MRI scans, 56 brain
structures were automatically obtained (these include 50 cortical
structures, 4 sub-cortical areas, the brainstem, and the cerebellum).
This was achieved using the LONI BrainParser software (Tu et al.,
2008)—a machine learning-based approach, which relies on a pre-
trained models of common structures of interest. The BrainParser and
LONI pipeline environment (Dinov et al., 2009), which contains the
LONI BrainParser workflow, are available for downloading and include
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Fig. 1. The measurements of brain length, width, height and AC–PC line distance using BrainSuite. The transverse plane was through the AC–PC line, the coronal plane was through
themiddle point of AC–PC line and vertical to the transverse plane, the sagittal plane was themedian sagittal plane. Using themethods mentioned above and the value label, the four
parameters were measured directly.

Fig. 2. The construction protocol for the Chinese Brain template (Chinese_56). The thick lines indicate the flow of the 56 images while narrow lines represent the flow of a single
image. The entire protocol included three steps. First, the averaged template was constructed to be used as an Average MinimumDeformation Target (MDT). Second, each individual
image was linearly aligned to the MDT to get a linear atlas. Third, non-linear fifth order polynomial warping was used to co-register all datasets.
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Fig. 3. Differences between the Chinese brain template (Chinese_56) (left column) and
the ICBM152 atlas (right column). Rigid body transformation (6 parameters) was
applied to align two different spatial coordinates. The ethnic differences between the
two populations are clearly visible–the Chinese_56 template (constructed using
Chinese population) is relatively shorter but wider compared to the widely-used
ICBM152 brain atlas (based on Caucasian brains).

Table 2
The comparisons of brain shape and size between Chinese and Caucasian subjects.

Measurement
variable

Chinese
(Mean±S.D.)

Caucasian
(Mean±S.D.)

P

AC–PC (mm) 26.28±1.13 28.13±1.42 4.28E-07⁎

Length (mm) 160.99±7.30 171.68±9.71 5.46E-06⁎

Width (mm) 142.64±5.08 127.48±5.04 4.81E-14⁎

Height (mm) 110.72±4.54 106.31±6.07 1.68E-3⁎

W/L 0.89±0.05 0.74±0.05 3.36E-15⁎

H/L 0.69±0.03 0.62±0.03 6.13E-11⁎

H/W 0.78±0.04 0.83±0.05 2.75E-07⁎

⁎ Pb0.01.
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all necessary pre- and post-processing steps (http://www.loni.ucla.
edu/Software/). The data processing workflow included the skull-
stripping of all MRI brain volumes and reorientation (Woods et al.,
1998a,b) to ensure that all images shared the same orientation. The
FLIRT program was used to align all the subjects to a reference brain
atlas LPBA40 (Shattuck et al., 2008) using a 12-parameter transfor-
mation. Then all the individual brain volumes were registered and
deformed to the reference template LPBA40 to facilitate the
segmentation of 56 brain structures. We used “ITK” registration,
which included the 3D Multi-modality B-spine Deformable Registra-
tion module, followed by the auto BrainParsing module, Inverse
Deformation Field module and Deformation Field Warping module.
Subsequently, all labeled volumes were warped back to their original
(native) spaces, again using FLIRT. All the results were inspected by
two trained neuroanatomists (Tang and Sun) and the residual errors
were manually corrected using the BrainSuite software package
(Shattuck and Leahy, 2002) using a special protocol developed for this
study. Finally, the volume of every structure was measured for all 70
subjects. The complete results table included 56 contiguously labeled
structures in the delineation space for all 35 Chinese and 35 Caucasian
subjects.

Template construction

Using amodified LONI pipeline (Rex et al., 2003; Dinov et al., 2009)
“AIRMake Atlas”, we constructed the Chinese brain atlas (Chinese_56)
composed of high resolution 3D structure MRI data from 56 normal
Chinese subjects. The Automated Image Registration Program (AIR,
version 5.2.5) was used for the linear and non-linear registrations
(Woods et al., 1998a,b). One of the brain volumes was randomly
selected as an intermediate target brain and all the 56 brains
(including the target brain) were linearly aligned to this target brain
using a 12-parameter transformation. Then we calculated an intensity
average brain template with a common position using the Define
Common and Soft Mean modules. Taking the intensity average brain
template as the new registration target and repeating the above steps
we obtained a linearly aligned brain template by averaging the
intensities of the resliced volumes across the 56 Chinese subjects. All
the 56 brains were rigidly registered to the first target brain using a
6-parameter transformation to get 56 new brains with the same
spatial coordinate and scale to the average brain template. The next
step involved the non-linearwarping of these 56 newbrains (based on
fifth order polynomial transformation) to the linear average brain
template using the “align wrap” module. Non-brain tissue was
removed by the automatic BET program and subsequent manual
corrections were applied as necessary to get the 56 skull-stripped
brain volumes. These were used to generate a new skull-stripped
nonlinear brain atlas (Fig. 2).

Comparison between Chinese brain template (Chinese_56) and ICBM152

Both, the Chinese brain template (Chinese_56) and the ICBM152
were co-registered by aligning the AC–PC vector. Then the Chinese_56
template was linearly registered to the ICBM152 using a 6-parameter
transformation topreserve its original characteristics in size and volume
(Fig. 3). Subsequently, the global features (length, width, height, AC–PC
distance and ratios) of these two templates were measured.

Comparison of image registrations using different brain atlases

In order to test the accuracy of registrations to different brain
atlases, we aligned 7 new and distinct Chinese brain MRI volumes
to the Chinese brain template (Chinese_56) and separately to the
ICBM152 template. Both protocols used 6-parameter and 12-param-
eter transformations separately, and we performed the quantitative
assessments of the global brain morphometry.
Results

Differences of global brain features between Chinese and
Caucasian brains

We measured the shape and size of each individual brain in the
two groups and found differences in global brain features between the
Chinese and Caucasian cohorts. The mean values of length, width,
height and AC–PC line distance of Chinese brains were 160.99 mm,
142.64 mm, 110.72 mm and 26.28 mm, respectively; while the
corresponding mean values of Caucasian brains were 171.68 mm,
127.48 mm, 106.31 mm and 28.13 mm, respectively. The ratios of
width/length, height/length and height/width of Chinese brainswere
0.89, 0.69 and 0.78, respectively; whereas the corresponding ratios of
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Caucasian brains were 0.74, 0.62 and 0.83. Thus, the Caucasian brains
were generally longer and the Chinese brains were generally rounder
in shape. A 2-sample t-test (2-tailed) statistical analysis of these data
showed that the differences of brain shape and size between Chinese
and Caucasian were significant, pb0.01 (Table 2).

Differences of brain structures between Chinese and Caucasian brains

After analyzing the volumes of all the 56 structures in the two
groups, we found that in some regions, the Chinese and Caucasian
brain were significantly different in volume (pb0.01) (Table 3). These
Table 3
The volume comparisons of 56 brain structures between Chinese and Caucasian brains.

Structure of interest Structure volume (mm3, mean

Chinese

L superior frontal gyrus 57644.48±4989.81
R superior frontal gyrus 50888.59±7025.47
L middle frontal gyrus 56006.27±5145.71
R middle frontal gyrus 58514.13±6040.09
L inferior frontal gyrus 25583.79±2636.89
R inferior frontal gyrus 23727.10±1735.86
L precentral gyrus 24666.88±2606.66
R precentral gyrus 21763.39±5537.82
L middle orbitofrontal gyrus 7566.84±804.30
R middle orbitofrontal gyrus 8521.66±1028.10
L lateral orbitofrontal gyrus 4266.28±574.53
R lateral orbitofrontal gyrus 4239.32±579.68
L gyrus rectus 3017.42±504.78
R gyrus rectus 2471.57±480.46
L postcentral gyrus 20284.75±2347.15
R postcentral gyrus 16600.85±3763.45
L superior parietal gyrus 23390.42±2603.26
R superior parietal gyrus 21975.47±2675.48
L supramarginal gyrus 11521.73±1545.67
R supramarginal gyrus 12469.25±1464.76
L angular gyrus 15203.77±1632.96
R angular gyrus 18447.18±1916.54
L precuneus 12137.93±1522.83
R precuneus 10995.08±1248.35
L superior occipital gyrus 6311.36±704.28
R superior occipital gyrus 5211.84±660.73
L middle occipital gyrus 15073.21±1311.90
R middle occipital gyrus 18403.01±1873.96
L inferior occipital gyrus 9142.70±1231.22
R inferior occipital gyrus 11419.87±1530.46
L cuneus 5244.20±867.77
R cuneus 6223.08±969.28
L superior temporal gyrus 28594.71±2693.58
R superior temporal gyrus 29649.06±3231.65
L middle temporal gyrus 25696.55±2867.01
R middle temporal gyrus 26577.45±2215.72
L inferior temporal gyrus 23633.17±2576.37
R inferior temporal gyrus 24720.58±2749.27
L parahippocampal gyrus 6424.13±653.62
R parahippocampal gyrus 5073.07±495.95
L lingual gyrus 15748.01±1779.30
R lingual gyrus 17354.04±1783.37
L fusiform gyrus 15200.09±1707.50
R fusiform gyrus 11942.85±1142.30
L insular cortex 8502.61±839.56
R insular cortex 7318.65±607.24
L cingulate gyrus 14802.37±1684.33
R cingulate gyrus 14318.17±1220.41
L caudate 1755.38±310.98
R caudate 1932.99±405.03
L putamen 4419.54±573.83
R putamen 3691.07±436.20
L hippocampus 3641.91±447.45
R hippocampus 3539.88±400.84
Cerebellum 151769.23±9589.18
Brainstem 31162.27±1721.06

R: right L: left ⁎⁎Pb0.01; ⁎Pb0.05.
differences included the left middle orbitofrontal gyrus, left gyrus
rectus, left precuneus, left middle temporal gyrus, left parahippo-
campal gyrus, left cingulated gyrus, left lateral orbitofrontal gyrus, left
superior parietal gyrus, left middle occipital gyrus, left inferior
temporal gyrus, left insular cortex, left insular cortex, left putamen,
right superior frontal gyrus, right precentral gyrus, right lateral
orbitofrontal gyrus, right gyrus rectus, right postcentral gyrus, right
precuneus, right superior occipital gyrus, right middle occipital gyrus,
right superior temporal gyrus, right middle temporal gyrus, right
inferior temporal gyrus, right parahippocampal gyrus, right insular
cortex, right caudate and right putamen.
±S.D.) P-value

Caucasian

57064.27±7201.00 0.67
56250.75±6357.12 1.15E-03⁎⁎
53958.89±7167.56 0.17
57379.84±5870.66 0.42
24342.97±3242.68 0.09
23338.74±2838.07 0.44
25092.05±3050.72 0.52
27866.06±3312.28 1.93E-06⁎⁎
6928.57±1002.36 8.10E-03⁎⁎
7861.66±1032.50 1.04E-2⁎
6033.33±873.46 2.13E-10⁎⁎
4974.21±799.83 5.71E-05⁎⁎
2129.76±510.19 5.96E-08⁎⁎
1702.01±418.11 2.85E-08⁎⁎

21049.22±2111.04 0.17
19677.61±2190.97 2.82E-04⁎⁎
21074.49±2154.87 2.79E-04⁎⁎
23564.16±2198.74 1.46E-02⁎
11811.24±1126.79 0.36
12710.69±1434.01 0.52
15037.26±1443.83 0.64
19477.31±1817.84 2.70E-02⁎
13205.68±1607.81 6.97E-03⁎⁎
11848.78±1327.95 9.61E-03⁎⁎
6200.30±686.15 0.44
6485.93±648.84 2.98E-09⁎⁎

18661.44±1934.18 6.76E-10⁎⁎
19654.59±2021.89 1.02E-02⁎
9660.32±1762.57 0.17

10663.02±2170.79 0.08
5496.47±910.06 0.25
6065.47±888.31 0.48

26973.74±3191.58 3.66E-02⁎
26432.93±2826.63 1.25E-04⁎⁎
22483.18±2299.08 1.64E-05⁎⁎
23933.98±2511.38 8.54E-05⁎⁎
21178.43±2721.99 3.25E-04⁎⁎
20895.54±2221.88 1.41E-06⁎⁎
5453.03±757.55 2.46E-06⁎⁎
5694.38±610.20 5.80E-05⁎⁎

13572.10±2145.05 2.51E-04⁎⁎
16356.78±2205.38 3.95E-02⁎
14488.17±2004.46 0.16
12436.13±1484.28 0.15
9233.53±1184.69 4.08E-03⁎⁎
8493.78±1128.77 1.20E-06⁎⁎

13156.91±1707.91 1.46E-04⁎⁎
14115.34±1782.29 0.53
2139.05±393.75 1.07E-05⁎⁎
2602.73±494.21 1.49E-08⁎⁎
3010.55±639.22 5.71E-11⁎⁎
2580.09±327.13 4.49E-13⁎⁎
3557.26±446.24 0.38
3574.67±368.71 0.69

146131.74±13991.38 0.11
29251.38±2818.32 3.12E-03⁎⁎



Fig. 4. Stereotactic representation of the Chinese brain template (Chinese_56) which is
constructed using high quality brain MRI scans of 56 young Chinese adults. Both the
whole brain template (top panel) and skull-stripped brain template (lower panel) were
generated automatically using amodified version of the LONI pipeline “AIRMake Atlas”.
The resolution of the Chinese_56 atlas is 0.47×0.47×0.47 mm3, which is much higher
than ICBM152 with the resolution of 1×1×1 mm3.
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An average Chinese brain atlas

We constructed an average brain template composed of high
quality brain MRI data from 56 Chinese young subjects (Fig. 4). In
order to compare the Chinese brain template (Chinese_56) to the
ICBM152 template directly, the Chinese_56 atlas was rigidly aligned in
ICBM152 space using a 6-parameter transformation to preserve its
original characteristics in size and volume (Fig. 3). Then the sizes of
the bounding boxes and total volume were measured. As a result, the
Chinese_56 is relatively shorter but wider than the ICBM152, which is
based on a Caucasian population. Therefore, our results confirmed
previously reported differences between Occidental and Oriental
brains (Kim et al., 2005; Zilles et al., 2001). Note that the width/length
ratio of the Chinese_56 is closer to 1 than that of the ICBM152-i.e., the
Chinese brain template is closer to a cube compared to the ICBM
template. We also measured the global features of the two brain
templates and found some significant differences between them
(Table 4).

The Chinese_56 Atlas as an image registration target

After comparing the image registration to the Chinese brain
template (Chinese_56) and to the ICBM152 template (Fig. 5) we
assessed quantitatively some global brain features (Table 5). We
found that more significant deformations were required to register
the 7 additional l Chinese brains to the ICBM152 template than to the
Table 4
Comparisons between the Chinese and the ICBM brain templates.

Measurement Chinese brain atlas (Chinese_56) ICBM152 atlas

AC–PC(mm) 26.25 28.00
Length (mm) 168.77 177.00
Width (mm) 144.39 136.00
Height (mm) 110.64 124.00
Width/Length 0.86 0.77
Height/Length 0.66 0.70
Height/Width 0.77 0.91

The observed differences between the global Chinese_56 and ICBM152 atlases may be
explained by dissimilarities of genetics and environmental exposures. The Chinese_56
atlas is relatively shorter but wider than the ICBM brain template, the width/length
ratio of the Chinese brain template is closer to 1 than that of the ICBM152, the Chinese
brain template is closer to a cubic square.
Chinese_56 atlas using a 12-parameter transformation. This suggests
that the Chinese brain template (Chinese_56) better represents the
shape and size of the Chinese population.

Discussion

In this paper, we presented the construction, validation and
utilization of a new Chinese brain template using high resolution 3.0T
T1 structural MR images. The within- and between-slice spatial
resolution was chosen to be 0.47×0.47 mm and 0.7 mm, respectively,
to achieve a good spatial resolution for more detailed structural
information. The data included a total of 63 Chinese male volunteers
ranged in age from 20 to 30 years (mean age=24.49±1.76 years).
The Chinese_56 atlas was created using 56 volumes and it was
validated on the remaining 7 subjects.

Dissimilarities of genetics and environmental exposures between
different populations lead to differences in brain structure and
function. Areas of functional differences between Chinese and
Caucasian groups have been identified by a rapidly growing body of
imaging studies (Kuo et al., 2001, 2003; Tan et al., 2001a,b, 2003,
2000). Not all regions reported as having functional differences were
seen to have anatomical difference. However, each area where
anatomical differences were observed has been selectively implicated
in Chinese language processing by one or more studies. Further, the
areas detected as being anatomically different between the groups
have shown robust and highly reproducible functional differences
(Kochunov et al., 2003). To explore the anatomical differences
between Chinese and Caucasian brains, we selected two comparable
samples (35 subjects for each group) from the Chinese and Caucasian
populations that are matched for gender and age. Although global
brain shape and size cannot provide detailed structural information
throughout the human brain, these measures are important for
comparing different brains. Analysis of these morphometric measure-
ments indicated that themean values of length, width, height and AC–
PC line distance were significantly different (pb0.01) between the
Chinese brain and Caucasian brain. Thus, if Caucasian-based brain
atlases are employed as reference templates in Oriental neuroimaging
studies, some bias, processing errors or localized differences may be
observed that are driven by the intrinsic differences between these
two cohorts, and not caused by the underlying process investigated in
the studies.

We used the LONI BrainParser software (Tu et al., 2008) to
measure the regional volumes of 56 brain structures for all 70
subjects. For each subject we obtained 56 contiguously labeled
structures in the subject native delineation space. After analyzing
the volumes of all the 56 structures, we found that some brain
structures were significantly different (pb0.01) between the Chinese
and Caucasian brains. For instance, some structures of the Chinese
brains (e.g., the middle orbitofrontal gyrus, the gyrus rectus, the left
superior parietal gyrus, the superior temporal gyrus, the middle
temporal gyrus, the inferior temporal gyrus, the left parahippocampal
gyrus, the lingual gyrus, the left cingulated gyrus, the putamen) are
larger than their counterparts in the Caucasian brains. Whereas some
structures (e.g., the right superior frontal gyrus, the right precentral
gyrus, the lateral orbitofrontal gyrus, the right postcentral gyrus, the
right superior parietal gyrus, the right angular gyrus, the precuneus,
the right superior occipital gyrus, the middle occipital gyrus, the right
parahippocampal gyrus, the insular cortex, the caudate) are smaller
compared to the corresponding regions in Caucasian brains. We also
found the hemispheric asymmetries of the brain structures in both of
the two population groups. This confirmed previous brain-asymmetry
studies (Kuo et al., 2001, 2003; Tan et al., 2001a,b, 2003, 2000). These
results demonstrate the need for lateral and population-specific data
processing and analysis (including atlas-based spatial normalization)
inmodern computational neuroimaging studies of brain structure and
function.



Fig. 5. Validation of the Chinese_56 atlas. Seven individual Chinese brain MRI volumes were separately aligned to the Chinese brain template (Chinese_56) and ICBM152 template
using both 6-parameter and 12-parameter transformations. These results illustrate that 12-parameter transformation significantly reduces the individual brain variability for both
target. The Chinese brain template (Chinese_56) is more precise as a registration target than the ICBM152 template, as it reduces the severity of the distortion necessary to co-
register all subjects in a common stereotactic space.
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Our findings show that global and regional anatomical brain
measurements are significantly different between the Chinese and
Caucasian populations. Thus, widely popular Caucasian atlas tem-
plates (Evans et al., 1993; Mazziotta et al., 2001; Talairach and
Table 5
Brain shape and size differences of registering separately the 7 additional Chinese subjects

Measurement
(mean±S.D.)

Original brains Registered to
ICBM152(12P)

AC–PC (mm) 25.52±1.53 28.57±1.72
Length (mm) 157.99±4.25 172.14±6.20
Width (mm) 141.44±3.69 140.57±2.76
Height (mm) 108.80±5.14 127.00±4.16
W/L 0.90±0.04 0.82±0.03
H/L 0.69±0.05 0.74±0.04
H/W 0.77±0.03 0.90±0.03

Seven new Chinese brain MRI volumes were aligned separately to both the Chinese brain t
quantitative assessment of the brain global features was performed. P1 was the statistical s
ICBM152 atlas. Similarly, P2 was the statistical significance for the measured values of orig
deformation was required in brain shape and size when Oriental brains are registered to th
⁎ Pb0.01.
Tournoux, 1988; Toga and Thompson, 2001) may not provide an
optimal reference framework for processing brain images from the
Chinese population. This implies that appropriate population-specific
atlases (e.g., ethnic, gender, age, or disease) of average brain anatomy
into the ICBM152 and the Chinese_56 atlas spaces.

Registered to
Chinese_56(12P)

P-value

P1 P2

26.79±1.34 1.74E-03⁎ 0.03
167.36±1.88 2.83E-03⁎ 7.98E-04⁎

144.46±2.97 0.42 0.02
109.10±2.90 1.45E-04⁎ 0.87

0.86±0.02 7.40E-03⁎ 0.05
0.66±0.02 0.07 0.06
0.76±0.03 2.89E-05⁎ 0.25

emplate (Chinese_56) and the ICBM152 atlas using a 12-parameter transformation. A
ignificacet for the measured values of original brains and the brains registering to the
inal brains and the brains registering to the Chinese_56. These results show that more
e ICBM152 template using a 12-parameter transformation.
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need to be employed in neuroimaging studies of well-stratified
cohorts. To address this need for Oriental populations, we developed
an average brain atlas specific to the Chinese population. As shown in
Table 4, the Chinese brain template is about 168.77 mm in length,
144.39 mm in width, 110.64 mm in height and AC–PC distance is
26.25 mm. Compared to the widely used ICBM152 brain template, the
Chinese brain template is relatively shorter but wider, and its height is
notably smaller. Among the 3-dimensional ratios, only the width/
length ratio of the Chinese brain template is greater than that of the
ICBM152 counterpart. This implies that the Chinese brain template is
smaller but flatter. In the previous reports, the length, width and
height of the Korean standard man brain template were estimated to
be 16.50 cm, 14.30 cm and 12.10 cm, respectively (Lee et al., 2005),
and Japanese hemispheres were relatively shorter but wider than
European hemispheres (Zilles et al., 2001). The shape and size
measurements of the new Chinese brain atlas support these previous
studies of regional brain differences between Asian and Occidental
populations. In addition, the new Chinese brain template is composed
of high quality data originated from subjects scanned using 3.0T MRI
scanner, while the ICBM152was constructed using the data originated
from 1.5T MRI scanner. As a result, the resolution of the Chinese brain
template is 0.47×0.47×0.47 mm3, which is much higher than
ICBM152 with the resolution of 1×1×1 mm3. Thus, the Chinese
brain template may capture more detailed and precise regional-based
anatomical information about Oriental brains. The accuracy of the
registration to the Chinese brain atlas was evaluated and the achieved
results were compared with analogous co-registration results based
on the ICBM152 target. For spatial normalization of individual Chinese
brains, higher deformations were required to align these subjects into
the ICBM152 template, compared to overall lower deformations
necessary to register Chinese brains to the new Chinese_56 atlas. This
suggests that the Chinese brain atlas is more precise for 12-parameter
registration of Chinese cohorts into a common stereotaxic space.

The Chinese brain template (Chinese_56) is based on 56 subjects,
while the ICBM 152 is based on 152 subjects chosen from a database
with more than 7000 ICBM subjects. It is not known how many
subjects are needed to build an optimal average brain template. But all
the subjects used in the construction of Chinese_56 template were
randomly selected young men aged from 20 years to 30 years. As age
and gender are important factors in the delineation of brain structures
and functions, and population-specific atlases are necessary for
modern computational neuroimaging, the sample size of 56 is
appropriate to observe global and local patterns of group anatomical
difference and to construct a brain template for Chinese populations.
Cohort-specific brain templates are important for multi-subject
structural or functional brain studies. Although this study focused
only on ethnicity-specific brain atlases, it demonstrates that further
research on other phenotypic characteristics such as gender, age, and
disease should be taken into account for optimal and powerful
analyses of regional brain morphometry. Such group-specific tem-
plates may replace the static atlases that are currently provided as
default with many research tools. A population-specific brain atlas
may increase the accuracy of the results by improving the statistical
power and decreasing type I and type II error rates. For example,
Oriental neuroimaging studies may replace the ICBM Caucasian brain
atlas by the Chinese_56 template, as there are structural differences
between these two populations (Kim et al., 2005). Therefore, it is
necessary to make and distribute novel cohort-specific brain
templates of well-stratified populations in the future. We will
continue to collect and augment our Chinese database using different
sub-populations (i.e., ethnic, gender, age, or disease), extend the
Chinese brain atlas and establish smaller customized phenotypic brain
templates for different sub-groups. There are also some potential
limitations of the Chinese_56 atlasing framework. For instance, the
Chinese_56 template is constructed using 3.0TMRI scans, whereas the
1.5T ICBM152 template and some future Oriental subjects studies
using the Chinese_56 atlas may use 1.5T MRI acquisition protocols.
These differences in the strength of the magnetic fields may introduce
important variations between the imaging characteristics of the data
and the Chinese_56 template (e.g., field effects, tissue intensity
distributions, image contrasts, etc.). In the construction of the
Chinese_56 atlas we averaged the set of 56 initially-aligned brains.
This may cause anatomical detail to be lost, due to the reslicing
interpolation. To mitigate this limitation we used sinc interpolation,
which introduces the smallest (aliasing) artifacts. The final registra-
tion step employed a polynomial warp of 5th degree. The decision of
the complexity of the final registration step may also affect the final
atlas, as 5th degree may not be the optimal complexity for this
population. An alternative is to geometrically average the warping
fields, instead of the resliced volumes, and avoid the anatomical
intensity averaging of the interpolation step.
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